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CCRB Case # 201412696 

February 4, 2015; 10:11 a m. – 10:22 a.m.  
 
Witness Officer:  PO DAVE WILLIAMS  

x PO Williams was 39 years old at the time of this incident. He is a 5’10” tall, 220-pound black man with long brown 
dreads and brown eyes.  

x PO Williams worked from 6 p.m. on December 3, 2014 to 2:35 a.m. the following day as an anti-crime officer. He was 
working with PO Tomasz Pulawski in unmarked vehicle #  Both officers were in plainclothes.  

 
Memo Book 
PO Williams does not have any entries in his memo book regarding this incident.  
 
CCRB Statement 
PO Williams was interviewed at the CCRB on February 4, 2015.  
On December 24, 2014, at approximately 1 a.m., PO Williams and PO Pulawski received a radio run regarding a motor vehicle 
accident at  in Brooklyn. PO Williams and PO Pulawski arrived alone, and were the first officers on 
the scene, though EMS and FDNY were already at the location. PO Williams saw one of the two individuals involved in the 
crash, who he identified by name as  and asked him if he was okay.  was uninjured. It appeared that a two car 
accident had taken place and PO Williams walked over to the ambulance to see the other involved party, female civilian, being 
placed inside the ambulance. PO Williams spoke to EMS and the woman for a minute.  
 
Behind him, approximately 25 feet away, PO Williams head a commotion. He turned around and realized that Sgt. Chen and an 
additional unit had arrived about three minutes after him and Sgt. Chen was speaking to  He did not hear the words they 
were exchanging, but knew the commotion involved  and Sgt. Chen arguing and yelling. There was other noises, as 
RMPs were responding.   is known to the precinct since he is a volunteer ambulance driver and he is “always driving 
around like a freaking crazy person.”  responds to every incident that comes over the radio.  
 
During their argument, PO Williams did not hear Sgt. Chen yell at  “Bullshit, bullshit!” PO Williams did not hear Sgt. 
Chen use the word “bullshit” at all on that day. PO Williams approached them and began to walk Sgt. Chen away from the 
incident. He did this because Sgt. Chen was yelling at  and he just wanted to deescalate the situation.  As he walked Sgt. 
Chen away from  Sgt. Chen turned around and started yelling at  again. PO Williams was unable to recall 
what, specifically, was said by Sgt. Chen.  
 
When asked whether PO Williams heard Sgt. Chen state, “I am tired of you fucking Jews,” PO Williams responded “no definitely 
not.” PO Williams denied that Sgt. Chen ever made any comments about “Jews” or “Jewish.”  PO Williams did not hear Sgt. 
Chen state,  “I am tired of this shit over here.” PO Williams reiterated that he did not hear what Sgt. Chen stated when he turned 
around.  
 
At one point, PO Williams realized that Sgt. Chen had gone back to argue with  and he had to pull him away a second 
time.   
 
 
[At 7:15 on the digital recording the video footage in IA #12 was played for PO Williams. The recording was paused to address 
technical difficulties related to playing the video footage. The recording was inadvertently not resumed, and the first two times the 
video was played for PO Williams were off the record. While off the record, PO Williams stated that he did not hear what was on 
the video].  
 
10:21 a.m. back on the record. 
The video was played for PO Williams again and he stated that he did not know whether Sgt. Chen stated, “I am tired of you 
fucking jews,” or “I am tired of this shit right here.” PO Williams reiterated that he did not know what Sgt. Chen said in the video.  
 
PO Williams confirmed that Sgt. Chen speaks in a heavy “Asian-Chinese-mandarin” accent. PO Williams knows that Sgt. Chen 
knows  but he does not know anything else about the context of their relationship.  
 


